
   

 

 

I. Call to Order -7:40pm  

II. Opening Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Agenda 

a. Motion to approve; seconded 

b. Objection; Omar 

i. Add A.R. 6-015 to new business; seconded; approved 

c. Motion to approve agenda as amended; seconded; approved 

IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 6th meeting on October 4th, 2016 (Sent via email) 

i. Motion to approve; seconded; approved 

V. Guest Speakers 

a. Mike, Chris, Gus – ART 2.0 

i. Gus – professor of physics and astronomy 

ii. Chris – academic integration 

iii. Mike – user experience 

iv. Mike – graduated a few years ago, work here as a user experience designer, make 

websites for campus. Started program called digital innovation greenhouse with 

my office, DIG student advisor program, getting feedback on a regular basis. 

Great feedback so far, one tool is ART 2.0 which we’ll talk more about today. 

Hoping that some of you can put me in touch with you’re interested constituent, 

thanks for bringing us in.  

v. Chris – 3 labs in the office, DIG which I’m in, most of the time. Take ideas from 

around campus and grow them to scale, a number of products, one is ART 2.0. 

have to thank you and your predecessors. FOIA for student evaluations of 

teaching, available through ART. Moving forward, slow process. A lot of people 

freaked out, very committed to, would like to continue on with the new 

representatives and make sure we continue productive path we were on. Student 

advisory group, would encourage you to reach out with what works. Our job to 

negotiate what woks. Pleased we’re a vehicle for student evaluations that you 

worked hard to get out there. Pretty high level right now, socialization process 

that has to go on. Getting gradually closer to what we all want to do. That’s what 

out office is about, 3 labs, and fun stuff with gameful learning – gradecraft, etc. 

not just in the digital world, changed name to academic. Here’s our website…2 

weeks ago Schlissel announced 6th initiative involving academic innovation 

initiative. Just at beginning, came out a couple weeks ago.  

vi. Gus – a couple slides to show you. Ai.umich.edu is the site, can get involved as a 

student intern working on a variety of efforts that are open to you. 9 slides to give 

background for those who may not have been involved last year. Um is a big 

place, dot know what’s going on in other departments in detail but id like to 

know. Student teacher evaluations – koofers? They do not use information from 

the university, they do FOIA and get a partial glimpse of the university during a 

semester. We hold everything. Started in 2006, I was on a committee, money fell 

on our laps, put together a site for instructors and staff to tell them basic 

information about courses. It was used on a regular basis by them. 2015 reboot 

by provosts office, decided to refactor our 1.0., developed student-facing 
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interface – course profile. I’m a faculty member, don’t consider myself an 

administrator, 1st generation computational cosmologists, not looking to become 

a dean. Bringing together people from all across campus. Instructor info pages, 

campus engagement, build different kinds of services for different people in 

different roles. We’d like to this year focus on tools that helps students decide 

what to major in, how to understand career pathways associated with these 

majors. Can piece together trajectories of students leaving campus through linked 

in. a challenge we would like to take on, along with others in the university. can 

we help you discover the university, make decisions. In winter we want to 

include student evaluation summaries for individual instructors. You negotiated a 

deal to see more than that – once the 8 questions et gets rolled out this term. Next 

term well start presenting it to you in this granular way, exact design tbd.  

a. Alex - Still show grades and create averages? A – right now 

provost has said we’re not going to do grades, I’d be happy to, I 

have to execute under what provost would like. SACUA is 

concerned about…there are some faculty who think that student 

want minimal effort and best grades. We appreciate that most of 

you are very hardworking, thoughtful about what classes you 

want to take, GPA uptake shouldn’t be primary goal. We want to 

try to bring other currencies to bear in the market. We will want 

to…you can see the majors students have taken, would like to 

allow you to get information on that major.  

i. Alex – personalizing? A – yes that’s the idea, views that 

are tailored for your background 

2. Chris- if we can get beyond presenting overall grade distribution, other 

information that might be useful, how people in my major did in this 

course compared to general population, etc. what we want to know was 

designers is what do you actually want to know?  

3. Gus – might want to think about 1 or 2 of you to stay on this, think about 

questions and answers we’ve presented. 

a. Chris- historical syllabi in LSA, in engineering none of them 

offer historical syllabi, something look at? A – preliminary steps 

to that, access to the information is the current problem, 

academic freedom serious to faculty. What we could try to do is 

get what we can get. Most of engineering would be happy to 

expose syllabi I think. We have CANVAS now…agree with you 

and sympathetic to the issue.  

i. Teddy – do you see this replacing current course guide? 

A – not replacing, enhancing, down the road effectively 

replacing I could see, the course guide has the effective 

scheduling but pulling data from the same places we are. 

In theory we could merge, its politics.  

VI. Community Concerns 

a. Kate, Shandria, Keysha, Tyler, Christian – Resolution to Free Justin Cheong 

i. Kate – I wanted to start by saying some more about Justin. Came to the us, born 

in china, on student visa in high school, went to us Berkeley and graduated from 

there,  that’s where he joined the student movement against racism. For the last 5 



   

 

years has lived in Detroit, been an integral part of this campus as an activist and 

in Detroit organizing for schools, so many people have said, a lot of people know 

him, people remember him because he makes an impression. Never despairs, his 

reaction is to say what are we gonna do about it. That’s really true. On this 

campus so many people have been impacted by his leadership, a model citizen, 

part of, student and teacher sick outs ad walkouts, lead poisoning the water of 

Detroit schools. Hostile climate on this campus and in the country, take s stand, 

wont accept community members being targeted, racially profiled, take a stand to 

say you cant snatch up our neighbor, friend, classmate. Tears apart families, 

communities. Has been married to a US citizen for 5 years, married to a citizen 

doesn’t mean you automatically get citizenship he’s eligible for a green card but 

been in the process to solidify that and picked up by ICE before could be worked 

on. If he gets free he will be able t get a green card. This Thursday Justin’s big 

court date, why we’re, this is so urgent now, federal judge will decide on 

Thursday to deport him. A couple outcomes possible, might have said before, 

39,000 Chinese immigrant in detention or final removal proceedings, extended 

period of time, indefinite, Chinese government has not given paperwork to be 

deported. Just sitting in jail cells not knowing when they’ll get out. That's one 

option, be in detention for an extended period of time. Be deported to china, as a 

political artist would be persecuted. Or deported to Portugal, citizenship born in 

Portuguese colony, never been there or know anyone there. Want to have a lot of 

people in the courtroom to show the judge he cant get away with any of those 

tings, stop deportation and release him now. Has been moved up north to the UP, 

5 hours from here, immediately a leader in the detention center when he got 

arrested,  people were drawn to him, started to help other immigrant detainees to 

get connected with out lawyers to help them. Because of that 2 were able to get 

out on bond and are now free, they wanted to get Justin out of the center where 

he was being a leader, full 5 hours there and back to see him for 20 minutes. 

Everything we can do on the outside to sure him up is really important, been 

getting letters from teachers and students, wrote a response letter, shown to 

others in detention to inspire them. Any statement of support from CSG would be 

important to Justin whatever the outcome is on Thursday.  

ii. Shandria – [reads letter] 

1. Sheena – motion to extend by 7.5 minutes; seconded; approved 

iii. Shandria [reads letter] 

iv. Keysha – can’t think of much more to say that hasn’t been said this week or in 

the past few weeks. Justin is not a cautionary tale, he is my comrade and my 

friend, he has been taken from us in one of the ugliest ways possible. Thursday is 

an opportunity to show how much he matters to all of us, whether you know him 

or not. Tonight is an opportunity for you to take a definitive stance to say you 

stand with Justin, with all immigrants and people of color, and against the 

brutality that is the system of deportation in general.  

v. Christian – not much else to say, Justin is a part of this community, sure we can 

all relate to the experience of being a freshman, hating your life, Justin was 

genuinely interested in me and helped me feel comfortable here.  

vi. Tyler – known Justin for 7 or 8 years, highly respect him. He cares about you, he 

is a mentor, he has further impacted people in other communities. He has spoken 



   

 

to this body numerous times as well. NEA conferences in Washington DC, that’s 

where Justin was going this summer when the car he was riding him was pulled 

over. A lot of influential people have signed on to this resolution. Including us 

senator Gary peters office helping to get his marriage certification expedited.  

b. Blaine – Boycott Israel 

i. Is there anybody who has not gotten a copy of the boycott Israel resolution, 

pretty simple. Who has questions about it?  

1. What is your connection to the boycott Israel movement? A – I knew a 

guy from Syria in the 70s who told me the Palestinians had been 

mistreated, I argued with him, I didn’t believe him. A guy from Iraq, 

didn’t really believe him. Finally figured out they’re being horribly 

mistreated and I ought to do something about it. You’re gonna have a 

chance to speak with Palestinian students on this campus, may start out 

like I did. Might find out yes they do. Israel is a small version of a 

colonial power that has harmed thousands, killed thousands of 

Palestinians.  

c. Mozghan-Boycott Israel 

i. For those who haven’t seen the paper today I encourage you to look at it. Article 

by Eli Zucker, why is there no student here speaking up for Palestinian student 

rights, answer is in the paper. Lots of people afraid for their lives. The situation 

with anyone who wants to talk about Palestinian human rights is harsh on this 

campus, even Jewish students who see Israel is slaughtering destroying lives 

cannot freely come out and speak about it. He is begging his people, students 

who agree Israel is horrific, to show up, stand up, its time we speak out. If you 

don’t see a student here speaking about it its because they are afraid. That leaves 

me to come here and speak. Begging you, no student speaking, important global 

issue on your doorstep, I know there is interest here.  

1. Chris – I understand more Palestinians by numbers killed by Israelis, 

today IDF forces captured Hamas operative who was going to plan 

terrorist attacks, US airstrikes that target Hamas are as targeted as 

possible. 

2. Teddy – motion to extend by 1.5 minutes; seconded; approved 

ii. Mozghan – Israel is colonial settler state, continuing to build settlements all over 

the west bank, hundred have died in jails with no charges against them, 

worldwide movement to boycott Israel, Palestinian people have asked 

international community to stand with them and boycott Israel.  

1. Teddy – why hasn’t Eli signed on to your resolution? A – I don’t know 

him, he is stressed out. They are afraid to talk about it, we must discuss 

it. Don’t be afraid.  

VII. Executive Communications 

a. Micah – mental health surveys went out on Monday, mental health climate on campus 

and in classroom. Town hall on Thursday, and student regent talk that CSG is convening. 

Commission reports, DI commission event on diag tomorrow 12-2, translating phrases to 

bring awareness to identities on campus.  

b. Grant – townhall is on Thursday, Nadine and I have worked hard on this, union 6:30pm.  



   

 

c. Kohlton – budget alive and well, haven’t field for chapter 7 yet. Urge representatives to 

be more proactive with new bills, especially ones that concern expenditures, exec is 

spending money like crazy and you are not. Remain proactive.  

d. Micah – student regent talk is once a month, campus climate and life, Bernstein and 

Newman this Thursday. Not open we sent over names, if interested in further, please let 

me know.  

i. Jared – elections director, paying again? A – yes, resolution coming to you after 

university council for UEC and elections director. Looking to provide stipend 

similar to next year, decided between Clyde and myself.  

VIII. Report of the Speaker 

a. Tania –housing town hall this Thursday will count for attendance. No assembly meeting 

next week, fall break. Resolutions that need to be signed, authors stick around. New reps 

being appointed today, come talk to me after the meeting. Look at commission reports, in 

agenda packet, about every 3 weeks. What kohlton was talking about, being active with 

resolutions and budget, allowed to do reports every week, beneficial to keep other people 

accountable and updated. Remember to submit attendance forms.  

IX. Representative Reports 

X. Committee Reports 

a. Rules Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Jared – 5 people attended rules, long talk about proposed constitutional 

amendment, no longer there, decided that amendment would be withdrawn, 

consensus was best to work on changes including with broader changes in 

convention that will have months hopefully to operate and get insight from 

everyone. Fall election date worked. Watched Ramon perform. Pretty good, 

prince impersonation for like 5 minutes.  

b. Finance Committee 

c. Communications Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Katy – hi everybody, thank you for passing resolution last week, regrouping 

tomorrow, worked on comm committee budget. 5:30pm basement of south U 

espresso.  

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Lucky – discussed Omar’s iclicker resolution. Thanks to everyone who came, no 

meeting this Sunday. 

e. Ethics Committee  

i. Andy – will not be meeting for next couple weeks, no report 

XI. Election and Recall of Members 

a. Appointment of Frank Guzman Jr. as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Allie – hi, appointments chair for LSA SG, competitive appointment process this year, 

21 applicants for CSG, 36 for LSA SG. 6 chosen to appoint are all truly incredible, some 

have worked in past, some new to student government or campus. Each has different 

ideas for what they hope to bring. 2 are first year students on campus, 1 sophomore, 3 

third year students. Great distribution, getting some younger voices in CSG, passionate 

about breaking communication gap between LSA SG and CSG. Each of them has 

something incredible to bring to CSG.  

ii. Frank – hi, I'm a freshman, want to push a lot of stuff that at the last meeting, being a 

first year students can contribute ideas from a first year perspective.  

iii. Motion to appoint; seconded; approved 



   

 

b. Appointment of Rohin Patel as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Rohin – hi, junior, know some of you, been working in csg on Detroit engagement 

commission, now in community outreach, excited to be working with all of you. Thanks.  

ii. Motion to appoint; seconded; approved 

c. Appointment of Angela Kim as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Angela – hi, new to UM just transferred, junior, experience in previous institution, very 

excited.  

1. Sophia – where transferred from? A – university of buffalo 

ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved 

d. Appointment of Gabrielle Roth as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Motion to appoint; seconded; approved 

e. Appointment of Evan Friedland as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Evan – hi, from outside Philadelphia, sophomore. Interested in expanding student 

body’s voice and creating campus of inclusion.  

ii. Motion to appoint; seconded; approved 

f. Appointment of Shreyas Poddar as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

i. Shreyas – hi, freshman, initially overwhelmed, this is where I want to be, excited to 

make a real difference.  

ii. Motion to appoint; seconded; approved 

XII. New Business 

a. A.R. 6-013: A Resolution to Create a Communications Committee Budget 

i. First reads 

1. Katy – hi everyone, basically trying to create a communications budget 

to boost CSG Facebook posts. Being able to fund posts will allow us to 

increase reach, advertising the page considered but posts increase likes 

through you sharing them. 

2. Joe – basically the algorithm for ads…happy to answer questions people 

might have, obviously not requesting a lot because see it as supplement 

to great content csg is putting out and great work you’re doing. $5 is 

often minimum to boost posts. Estimated reach is between 400 to 1200 

people for each post boosted. Can play around with target audience, 

happy to answer questions.  

3. Pratik – reach seeing right now? A – varies by post, initial readership 

was 1,000/1,200, on average between 300-500. Facebook ads, more 

people reached equals less cost. All trying to build up following on 

Facebook with minimal funds.  

4. Katy – mason hall town hall post reached almost 2,000, small chunk of 

actual student body.  

a. Sheena – presence on class pages? A – good idea 

b. Lucky – rideshare is pinned to a class page, controlled by masses 

or owner? Something to look into. Why haven’t looked at canvas 

or other outlets? 

5. Joe – David did something with voter registration on the canvas page, 

would love to get analytics back on how that went. All of you do great 

job of sharing Facebook event son news feed, opportunity to target new 

people who aren’t Facebook friends with us.  



   

 

6. Katy – easy for communicating and sharing student org posts, timely 

when things change on campus or events.  

ii. Comments on how to improve 

1. Christian – excellent idea, a lot of money, maybe should give more 

2. Whit – last 3 whereas look like resolved, second resolved should be 

whereas 

iii. Referred to finance committee 

b. A.R. 6-014: A Resolution to Stand in Solidarity to Call for Freedom for Justin Cheong 

i. First reads 

1. Joe – hey everyone, going to yield to primary authors, case on Thursday 

so will motion to move to second reads tonight so can have vote. Big 

movements, thousands of signatures, essentially saying we stand in 

solidarity with efforts made in Justin’s case. On way to civil rights 

conference in Washington dc. Taken to detention center, moved up 

north. Justin was close with a lot of people here; stand in solidarity with 

these efforts that have been made. Very willing to change wording 

around, symbolic passing of resolution to say stand in solidarity.  

2. Keysha – past few weeks have seen just how intensely terrifying and 

oppressive university can be and climate here can be for students of 

color, immigrant students, Muslim students. And what can happen when 

people come together and take a stand, not going to sit aside while 

people in our communities are threatened. Small but phenomenal and 

incredibly important gesture that we’re asking you to decide on tonight.  

3. Tyler – reason we say tonight is because we can say to the judge who has 

passed these things. 

4. Kate – one of our attorneys will be driving to visit Justin tomorrow, he is 

very anxious, don’t know what’s going to happen in immigration court. 

Judge has so much discretion. In particular when I found out about the 

Chinese immigrant situation, really concerning in particular right now. 

Firs thing in first debate out of trumps mouth was attacking Mexico and 

china. So much talk of conflict with government of USA and China. 

Could see situation where that escalates and immigrants are in dangerous 

position.  

a. Teddy – is Justin planning on getting his visa validated? A – yes 

was in process when he got picked up 

b. Andy – how willing are you to strike sanctuary campus part, 

mostly new members, not an argument want to have again, 

wiling to drop out and just focus on this individual case? A – I 

think we want to keep that but first and foremost we want a 

statement that calls for freedom for Justin.  

c. Rachel –this would say campus has declared we support Justin or 

does this go to president schlissel? A – just from CSG 

ii. Comments on how to improve 

1. Rachel –second resolve clause, revisit situation on sanctuary campus 

iii. Joe – motion to suspend rules and push to second reads; seconded; approved 

1. Joey; Objection 

2. Debate 



   

 

3. Chris POI reason before we decide to speak before or against 

4. Against 

a. Joey – aspect of job is to provide legal counsel to you all. Need 

to make informed suggestions to you. As this deals with ongoing 

case through one aspect of executive branch of government, 

necessary for me and Clyde to set up meeting for vice president 

of governmental relations to discuss relationship to university, 

Ann Arbor, and state. Believe conversation needs to be had with 

office of general counsel, believe this tows the line between 

advocacy and lobbying, which gets to be tricky legal slope, need 

to have conversation this Thursday to discuss this resolution and 

future resolutions as they relate to immigration proceedings. 

Asking for formal process of first reds then discussing from 

informed standpoint, strongly recommend that you have this go 

through processes laid out in government documents to make 

informed legal decision. 

5. For  

a. Joe – joey well spoken. Bring sup good points, don’t think we 

are a lobbyist group as csg, think we should take ourselves 

seriously but recognize we are group of students with 

opportunity to advocate on behalf of this cause. Entire point 

while rushed is that can support this kid on Thursday If you 

don’t vote tonight I understand but then no reason for the 

resolution, really urgent.  

6. Against 

a. Andy –believe this actually puts us in legal trouble, should talk 

to people qualified to give those answers, tough situation but 

should not have been brought 2 days before 

7. For  

a. Lucky –more of a statement of solidarity, very symbolic 

institution, currently addressing, completely understand 

sentiment, we all met Justin, statement of support, not advising 

on legal action or interfering in investigations, statement of 

support for fellow student, should be important to all of us. Just 

statement of solidarity and support. 

8. For 

a. Sheena – a lot of people in BAMN are students, responsibility to 

listen to student’s causes, responsibility to give them the avenue 

to listen. By not allowing it to second reads take away from that 

opportunity for these students.  

b. Rachel POI second reads into voting? A – introduction, 

questions, proposed amendments, third reads, vote 

c. Francesca – extent of legal trouble? A – potentially if office of 

general counsel provides against standards, we could be sued, 

don’t know probability of that that’s why I’m recommending 

reaching out to them, (any idea how long that would take) A – 

meeting is this Thursday.  



   

 

9. For 

a. Christian – opportunity to meet Justin, we owe him this respect; I 

fail to see any legitimate legal implications from these. 

b. Teddy POI – what language is most worried about? A – would 

like to review all, specifically in terms of line as non-profit and 

actor on behalf of university lobbying versus advocacy. Issue is 

that it is an interaction with a governmental agency that could go 

between advocacy and lobbying.  

c. Grant – can we change wording to make okay right now? A – no 

wording comfortable doing, without conversations with 

legitimate capable and qualified to promote legal views of 

university. 

d. Alex POI provisionally pass and then after meeting? A – 

president could veto 

10. For 

a. Katy – no point to resolution in terms of symbol, feel authors 

would be friendly to changes 

b. Chris – yield to lucky 

i. Lucky – mom was sent back to India for 4 years, tough 

time for me, difficult point in my life, very difficult, 

thanks for yielding time 

11. Vote 

a. Motion passes 

iv. Second reads 

1. Keysha – please talk to us about this 

2. Kate – legality, been to meetings with student government here, 

affirmative action cases, every time votes came up somebody would 

raise question of lobbying, always CSG passed, nobody ever got sued. 

David the president has signed on to this as well.  

a. Andy – what are David’s veto powers? A – speech as private 

student is amendment protected, divorced from his and your 

position on CSG, if office of general counsel finds concerns 

David will veto. You will then have opportunity to ring back for 

debate can vote for 2/3 to override veto. Most recent veto in 

spring 2014.  

v. Proposed amendments 

1. Rachel – didn’t get response about before, not necessarily taking out 

sanctuary campus but understanding different diversities on that point, 

saying we ask president/Michigan to revisit position to declare as 

sanctuary campus and then support Justin.  

a. Friendly 

b. Teddy POI motioning to strike rest of clause or add in? A – 

replaced by that phrase 

2. Andy – propose to strike sanctuary campus out so we can just support 

Justin and not debate like we did twice last year 

a. Not friendly 



   

 

i. Andy – proposing CSG calls on university to publically 

support release…strike every word from “to stand” up 

into “and.”  

ii. Ramon – same as previous 

iii. Andy – then just cut whole thing 

iv. Andy – if going to…something I don’t want to debate 

tonight, not sure if comfortable using that language, 

longer debate 

v. Lucky  - last year spent considerable amount of time 

working on sanctuary campus resolution, suggest not 

including in resolution want this to be expedited, 

singular focus to support Justin, the more we add on the 

less aerodynamic it becomes, people will start 

nitpicking. Operating procedures, controversy.  

1. Joey – Andy are you aware after this goes 

through third reads and veto override, override 

would not be amendable?  

2. Andy POC – are you saying if we add David 

still cannot use veto? A – if David were to veto 

assembly would vote and could not make any 

changes A – yes aware 

3. Alex – are you aware last 6 months 5 student 

governments sued for different reasons across 

the board 

4. Teddy – amendment striking whole second to 

last whereas A – yes 

5. Joe – why the entire third clause? A – suggested 

covered in second 

6. Ramon – first is CSG stands, second calls on 

university to support, wouldn’t have to strike 

whole thing 

7. Katy – what if 3 doings to call, take out 

sanctuary campus, same thing without sanctuary 

campus 

8. Andy – what I’m concerned about it, csg calls 

on umich to publically support…basically 

changing a couple of words, striking all content 

from sanctuary campus 

9. Unfriendly 

b. Vote on amendments 

i. Amendment passes 

3. Teddy – strike all of third resolved clause, don’t feel comfortable calling 

on university to do something, don’t feel we need to get official 

administration to take stance on this.  

a. Andy – proposing to go further and strike everything not asking 

university to do something? A – yes 

b. Rachel – his name in the other one so more specific? A- it is 



   

 

c. Joe – curious why uncomfortable asking university to take a 

stand to do something? A – legal implications, university could 

get in trouble for, as student government to advocate for so they 

don’t have to deal with 

d. Omar – cant we pass two versions and David can veto one? A – 

not a question…technically we could divide question so solely 

resolution for csg to stand in solidarity with Justin.  

e. Omar – if we pass one with university and one without, passing 

two.  

f. Jared – PPP stop side conversations 

g. Seconded 

h. Vote on amendment 

i. Amendment passes 

4. Ramon – first whereas clause on second page, want to include whereas in 

the opinions of the authors 

a. Seconded 

b. Vote on amendment 

i. Amendment passes 

c. Jared POI out of time, extend time 

d. Motion to extend time by 20 minutes; seconded; approved 

5. Joey – move to strike repressive, we can say under conditions of 

detention, classifying leaves legal concern 

a. Christian – also willing to strike any statements about fellow 

detainees? 

i. Yes 

b. Andy – exact example? 

c. Christian – stopping after detention 

d. Joey – even under conditions of detention then move to whereas 

e. Seconded 

f. Vote on amendment 

i. Amendment passes 

g. Andy POI any other language you see now that is potentially 

dangerous or possibly dealing with anyone besides Justin 

i. Joey – line 42 to 46 references 39,000 immigrants not 

Justin as sole subject, add something if we feel line is 

integral to say in opinion of authors and include citation, 

personally would recommend 

6. Joey – move to strike lines 42-26 

a. Christian – better safe than sorry, point is to stand with Justin, 

might as well strike it if might be legal implications 

b. Seconded 

c. Vote on amendment 

i. Amendment passes 

vi. Third reads 

vii. Vote 

1. Resolution passes 

a. 30 in favor, 0 opposed, 2 abstaining 



   

 

c. A.R. 6-015: A Resolution to Create the U-M I-Clicker Rental Initiative 

i. First reads 

1. Omar – allocating some money, going to get 100 iclickers, lets get it 

going 

2. Lucky – refer to comments in resolutions report 

3. Jared – who is going to own and possess iclickers? A – renting out to 

students, they would be responsible 

4. Lucky – there are programs on campus that rent out they present mcard, 

people and up not giving back 

5. Jared – CCSG own and operate? A – yes 

6. Ramon – charge for rental program? A – no, focus is to target people 

who cant afford iclickers 

7. Jared – what’s an iclicker and why do we need them? A – small piece of 

technology that surveys students in classroom, mostly counts for 

participation 

8. Whit – other programs on campus that rent? A – yes but not for free 

9. Atakin – differentiate between who can afford and people cant? A – we 

cant, however many people ask, making accessible to people who cant 

afford 

10. Rachel – can I donate? A – yes would be taking donations, might be fee 

that would have to reregister 

11. Alex – who is going to run this? A – not sure, I’m going abroad next 

semester, don’t think will be a problem 

a. Can we pay someone else? A- don’t think is necessary 

12. Joey – mentioned 2017 semester, weekly, daily, semester? A – for 

semester  

13. Whit – 2 and 3 how many require and how many students can afford? A 

– majority of 100 level classes, don’t think would be fewer  

a. Students not being able to afford? A – trying to assess in pilot 

program 

14. Alex – way to make sure students know of program? A – yes 

15. Micah – opposed to legislative discretionary taking cost? A – not, Noah 

suggested split 

16. Atakin – instead of buying new, considered buying new? A - $7 and then 

access codes, wanted to do new ones and then guarantee longevity.  

17. Lucky – skeptical of pilot programs, what would next step be? A- 

understand what you’re saying, thousands of students a semester need 

iclickers 

18. Lucky – opposed to creating survey gauging student interest and need? A 

– purpose of what we’re doing servicing students unable to afford 

iclickers, think survey would publicize rental program for everybody, 

majority of us realize the need, with awareness will be hundred people at 

least, other schools have done same program 

19. Katy – considered donation program? A- that would go supplementary to 

100 iclickers, don’t think well have trouble finding 100 students who will 

want to rent 

ii. Comments on how to improve 



   

 

1. Micah – just talked to Noah, would be better if went through legislative, 

also computer showcase what if we gave money to them to create 

program to swipe mcards to keep in database 

2. Joey – recommend reaching out to MSU typically very receptive, ask 

about if they piloted or how they went about it, appendix item detailing 

what program looks like 

3. Catherine – where located and rental service, cool if collaborated with 

LSA reps, in office almost all day every day. 

iii. Referred to finance committee 

XIII. Old Business 

a. A.R. 6-012: A Resolution to Set the Fall CSG Election Dates 

i. Second reads 

1. Joey – no substantive changes, uec membership and elections director 

will be in future resolution 

ii. Proposed amendments 

iii. Third reads 

iv. Vote 

1. Resolution passes 

2. 31 in favor 

XIV. Motions and Other Business 

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. Joey – presented first resolution freshman year, this is the second, I am on cloud nine. 

Thank you for debate on this topic, meant a lot to hear your opinions, if you have further 

questions, Christian and I are more than welcome to meet with you. 

b. Kohlton – no SOFC this weekend 

c. Francesca – presented program last week if you're interested, tutoring students 

standardized testing in Detroit, executive vice president of panhell, in process of getting 

new sorority, simple process to join if you know any women who might be interested 

d. Sophia – me and sheema on student relations advisory committee, had first meeting, 

asked we bring other csg members to next meeting, had awesome discussion 

e. Sheena – jack Bernard, associate counsel for university, free speech issues,  

f. Sophia – let us know if you want to come, in November first Friday 

g. Andy – thank you, I know I can take a long time to go line by line, important to do so 

h. Katy – last year group worked on bussing, if you're interested shoot me an email 

i. Alex – hi good to see everyone, the league food options have been resolved, there are 

different options each day now 

j. Chris – don’t really know way to go about this but prepared a statement. In regards to 

community concerns for boycott Israel, taken history of Arab-Israeli conflict. Not an 

expert but some knowledge on the subject and personal interest. Feel passionate and have 

had response each time I’ve heard it in csg, apologize if factually incorrect but not for my 

thoughts. Historically perspective, drawing of national boundaries not in best interest of 

long-term peace, in response to attempted extermination of east European Jewry. Jews 

have been under attack throughout entirety of existence and represent .2 percent of 

population. Violence is not first option to resolve conflict. Not one-way street. Following 

applies to Hamas and terrorists not all Palestinians. [reads text]. One thing that gets me is 

our intelligence community is sophisticated and military is unmatched. 14th amendment 

extends beyond American citizens. Personal perspective; religion – my personal value to 



   

 

preserve life. One day soon I will lead soldiers into combat zones, not to kill Muslims but 

to destroy our nations enemies. My perspective I believe is unique to this body. There 

steps that can be taken to a more peaceful world but the solution must involve everyone.  

k. Pratik – dance groups performing Saturday at necto 

l. Sheena – imp tired of community members coming in and attacking students in this body, 

don’t think its fair, puts people in awkward position, idea was to have resolution that 

limits non student actors to come to csg, we are student government for the students, sick 

and tired of being attacked at resolutions meetings.  

m. Pratik – Mozghan today came up to sheema patted her on the shoulder and said thanks 

again, done multiple times, outrageous and rude 

n. Lucky – I’ve spent 3 hours talking with mozghan and blaine in last few weeks, don’t 

think their passion is directed in the right manner, to see other student orgs attacked 

relentlessly by two individuals who claim they’re cowards, students spend time dedicated 

to this issue, perhaps put quota on non students attending meetings, try to remain 

impartial but it gets really frustrating sometimes 

o. Alex – as person in health care industry I stay neutral to this thing, believe there was msa 

resolution passed limiting non community speakers…nevermind 

p. Grant  - 2012 found an article csg proposed limiting community speakers which failed 

q. Lucky – I think its important we don’t suppress individuals voicing concerns but non 

students repeatedly insulting individuals we need to take some action, something needs to 

be done 

r. Joe – we’ve made them leave before due to comments, maybe we need to call them out 

and stop that type of speech, I also just wanted to add, appreciate patience with resolution 

tonight. 

s. Joey – I empathize with emotions presented by assembly members, find it inappropriate. 

If there is action taken towards limiting community concerns please loop me in, potential 

first amendment concern, want to reinforce empathize with concerns just want to go 

about in best way possible.  

t. Christian – we can issue demerits 

u. Andy – can they cover in resolutions not just in assembly is there a way to have these 

demerits cover resolutions not just coming to speak here 

v. Ramon – currently do not, rules are currently only for gallery members 

w. Teddy – how many demerits can you get A – Tania reads demerit rules 

x. Sheena – what if we limited non university affiliated…jk nevermind 

y. Jared – seems like excellent conversation for rules committee meeting 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 

XVII. Adjournment -11:09pm 


